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Gathering people together for a special event is always a challenge. Even for the experienced
planner, each event is unique. The revised third edition of this award-winning book has been
expanded to include the following topics: Social Media, Social Networking, Cultural Sensitivity,
Ethics, and Diversity.The Complete Guide to Successful Event Planning is designed to assist
any planner with meeting all the challenges that surround a production. Whether you find
yourself in charge of one important event or you have chosen event planning as a career, you
want your events to be incredibly successful and remembered for years to come. A memorable
event is one that flows smoothly with every detail carefully orchestrated and meticulously
produced with the participant in mind.Successful events do not just fall together; they are the
result of hard work, creativity, awareness, and careful attention to detail - every detail.
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regardless of size.”Karen R. McLaughlin, APR, CEO QB Comm, Inc., Rochester, NY“The
organization and systems outlined and recommended in this Guide have enabled us to produce
greater and more successful events, enhanced the experience for our clients and increased
profitability for our business. Kudos to Shannon!”Katrinka McKay, Innkeeper and General
Manager, Sebastopol, CA“Wow! This is what I do for a living!!! It’s really gratifying to see things I
do daily put into words and even better to know there’s a great resource to use when I get
stuck.”Siobhan Coen, CMP Autodesk, San Rafael, CA“As an event producer for dozens of years,
I’ve found Shannon’s complete guide most informative and compelling…. And I thought I knew it
all!!!”Meta Mehling Meta Mehling & Associates, Cupertino, CA“This book explains all of the
things that you tend to forget when you plan a large event. It teaches you everything you need to
know to put together an unforgettable event, from where to host it, to how to protect your guests,
to how to market it. Kilkenny’s book also explains how you can save money without
compromising the quality of your event, what to do in case of an unforeseen problem, and what
to do when the event is over. Simply put, this book really is a complete guide that will teach you
everything you need to know about event planning.”Tricia Psarreas “Trish”“If you know me at all,
you may be aware of these two things about me:1. I like to organize, especially other people.2. I
like to plan and organize events.Okay, so maybe you’ve known me for years and never knew
that, but now you do. Anyway, I am in the process of planning my boss’s inauguration and
decided I needed some more event planning resources in my library of books. So I picked up
The Complete Guide to Successful Event Planning by Shannon Kilkenny with companion CD-
ROM. This morning I popped in the CD-ROM.Oh.My.WORD.This is an amazing resource...the
organizer in me is giddy with excitement! Checklists, Budgets, Event Task Status Reports, Room
Set Ups, Speaker Arrangements...it’s a plethora of reusable resources right at my fingertips!!
Granted, many of these things I have used in the past with events, but oh...to have them easily
accessible again...in PDF OR Word format so I can tweak them to my liking...this is almost more
exciting than reading the book itself! Timelines. Room Designs. Food and Beverage Servings.I
feel like I’ve just overdosed on sugar at Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory or
something...bliss...”Sarah“Having to plan an event? First-timers or old pros needing a refresher?
Go no further than this book. Shannon Kilkenny has outdone herself here with step-by-step
instructions and tips to walk you through the whole process of planning and executing even the
most difficult event you’ve ever faced. I found the charts, lists and forms both in the text and the
copies on the CD-ROM for easy print out to be the most beneficial.I think the best thing about
this book is that you can take away something from reading the whole book cover to cover. But
you can also take away information from individual chapters if the whole book doesn’t apply to
you.”Rebekah A. Craft“Whether you are on your first or 500th event, Successful Event Planning
is a book that I suggest you have. The plan for success is in your hand. All you have to do is
follow it. I have incorporated this information into my project planning for every event. Obviously
a true professional wrote this because it’s so complete.”Katherine Lucas, Real Estate
Entrepreneur Naples, FL“Let’s face it. When you’re in charge of planning an event — any event



— you’re the one with the reputation on the line. If the event succeeds or flops, people who were
there will remember you. So you can’t afford to overlook even the smallest planning detail. You
need insurance against failure —and that’s where this book comes in!”“Anyone who’s on the hot
seat for planning an event can’t afford to be more than an arm’s length away from Shannon
Kilkenny’s unmatched expertise”.Robert Gardner“This book will make your next event planning
fantastically easy. I have never seen a better book on how to create the event. It is concise, but
no detail or list that you will need is omitted. Its CD-ROM will let you access all the working
materials on your computer. It facilitates your creating the ambiance and context you wish to
realize through your event. It even helps you “green” your event.We could say much more but
think you will know how great this book is the moment you have your hands on it or view it on this
site. The common sense, dedication, and competence of this quite amazing book will grab you
right away.At The Family Institute of Berkeley, we have had to plan many events ranging from
small groups to audiences of hundreds including workshop settings, meals, and lodging for
people who have come from all over the world over a period of some thirty years. This book
would have spared us a lot of inventing and pouring over lists and reminders. You may be able to
do all this work yourself but why not have it done for you?We have worked with Shannon
Kilkenny, participated in events and have come to respect and admire her integrity,
determination, kindness, and incredible competence. It is that which makes this book uniquely
helpful.”Robert Shaw, M.D. Director, The Family Institute of BerkeleyJudith Shaw, M.A.
Education Director and Event Coordinator,The Family Institute of BerkeleyAuthor DedicationTo
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participated in influencing the person I am today. I am grateful for every encouraging and
inspiring word and even the not so positive but truthful and honest evaluations — all were
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careers in the domain of events. And especially to the professors and teachers who use this
book to spread information and education to the young people on the wonderful world of
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the UnexpectedActs of god and force majeureSigning with Vendors and SuppliersPrivacy
concernsSigning foreign contractsChapter 19: InsuranceTypes of InsuranceChapter 20: Security
IssuesHigh-Profile GuestsCrowd ControlIf Outside Security Firm is NecessaryData
SecurityRegistration and ticket sales dataNetwork ProtectionCreate Your Privacy
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TimelinesTimeline for a smaller eventsLarge Event TimelineAbout the AuthorSECTION
ONEAbout This BookChapter 1IntroductionWhenever two or more people are gathered, it is an
event. Events and event planning have been in existence since the beginning of civilization. One
could say that event planning, bringing people together for a specific reason, is the oldest
profession in the world. Okay, maybe the second oldest!In every organization, association,
institution, or production company, events are in the process of being planned and executed
each and every day. It is a never-ending cycle. The number and variety of events happening daily
around the world is staggering. Millions of people are participating in organized events as you
read this. Some of these events will be wildly successful and meet their goals and objectives,
while others will fall short.Who is in charge of these thousands of daily events? We are — you



and me, the planners, the organizers, the production team and the directors. Whether you are a
novice or a well-seasoned event planner, this book is designed to help you become a better
organizer and save you time, money and hours of frustration. By using this book to gain new
knowledge and learn from others’ experiences, you can enjoy your next event just a little more.
Event planning is a fun and exciting endeavor. This book is intended to make your life easier by
giving you step-by-step guidance.Maybe you have worked on an event in one capacity or
another, either as a volunteer or as a paid employee. Perhaps you participated in planning your
high school reunion or a fundraiser for your children’s art department. Maybe you did some
campaigning for a local politician or planned a seminar to promote your own business. When it
was over, did you think of parts of the process that could have gone more smoothly? It’s only
natural that, in hindsight, we think we could have done this or that to make our life a little easier
and our event more successful. This guide is intended to help you with that.There is no such
thing as a perfect or flawless event. Every event will have something go wrong — big or small.
Murphy’s Law says, “If something can go wrong, it will.” Something will be missing, things will
change at the last minute, or something unexpected will happen, but a good planner will find the
solution and create an illusion so that the people attending the event will never know there was a
problem at all. This guide will prepare you for some of those possibilities. They can be as small
as forgetting birthday candles for the cake or as big as a hurricane hitting your meeting site for
30,000 participants.What’s New in This Edition?A lot has happened in the world of events and
hospitality since the publishing of my first edition in 2007. The basic guidelines and principals of
“how” to plan an event have not really changed. However, changes and improvements in
technology, social media and networking, environmental practices, and the importance of
cultural sensitivity, diversity and ethics have. Plus, new, healthier ideas for the food and beverage
arena have changed enough that a new edition was warranted.You will find changes in almost
every section. Some new stories and mentor moments have been added along with improved
ways to make your life as a planner a little bit easier. The biggest changes are in the Technology
chapter and the Social Media and Networking section. Technological advances and the Internet
world are changing and improving so quickly that by the time you read this, something else will
have developed or changed all together. One of our jobs as a planner is to stay on top of these
transformations.In particular, the social media, marketing and networking world has exploded. If
you are not part of this phenomenon, it is time to get on board. This new form of business is
changing the way we market, connect, plan and meet up with each other. There is so much
going on right now that we will only highlight the major social technology. Continue your research
and education on your own so that you do not get left behind.A new chapter has also been
added to address cultural sensitivity, diversity and ethics. People around the world continue to
migrate, and we are now experiencing a wonderful mix of people and their cultures. This is
becoming more common in our everyday lives and certainly in the hospitality world. This isn’t
new by any means, only more important as we transform what our events are like today — a
magnificent assortment of the people of the world.My StoryWhen I started in the event planning



business many years ago, there were no books or classes on the subject and very few mentors
to call upon for advice. There were no professional organizations with tests and certifications or
magazines dedicated to the trade. Most events were just assigned to the most reliable person
who may or may not have had the time or experience. Fortunately, I loved to gather people. I was
a natural, but I had to make my own mistakes and learn hands on, in the moment and standing
or running on my own two feet. It was exciting, and I loved it. You have to love it, or do not do it!I
have more than 35 years of experience coordinating events, and I still enjoy it. I have directed,
produced and coordinated events in every category of the event industry. There were numerous
events in the corporate market, industry shows, spectacular special events and hundreds of
social events. Each event was entirely different and prepared me for the next. I learned along the
way, mostly through trial and error. Through each job, I learned something new about a different
aspect of the trade. It was my path of development that got me here today as an author and
speaker.After this book was published, my career shifted from doing events to speaking to and
teaching event planners about events. My speaking path took me all over the United States to
speak at Meeting Professionals International (MPI); Meetings, Incentives, Conferences, and
Exhibitions (MICE); Hospitality Sales and Marketing Association International (HSMAI);
International Special Events Society (ISES); Society of Government Meeting Professionals
(SGMP); conferences and conventions; and for private corporations and industries. I have also
had the privilege to travel to Kuala Lumpur, Hong Kong, Thailand, and Singapore to share the
green message. Visit my website at www.successfuleventplanning.com.Chapter 2This Guide Is
for YouWelcome to the fabulous world of event planning! If you have a special event, meeting,
concert, conference, festival, seminar, or party to produce, plan, or coordinate, you have come
to the right place. Events do not just happen; they are planned, specifically orchestrated, and
carefully coordinated. Preparation is the key to any successful event. Remember, as planners we
are responsible for the education, entertainment, feeding, housing, safety and care of all
attending or participating in our events. It is a huge responsibility and not to be taken lightly. This
is what you will learn from this guide.This practical guide is dedicated to saving you time, money,
and frustration, without omitting any of the necessary steps to make your event a winner. It
provides the particulars that make up the big picture of event planning, giving you advice,
opinions, suggestions, tried-and-true methods, hints, tips, instructions and organizational plans.
It will take you from the conceptual stage to writing thank you notes.There is always something
new or different that can enhance the logistics and creativity of planning an event. Things are
changing all the time, whether it is new technology, new ways to “green” your event, new Internet
services and applications, new or remodeled venues, contracts, or insurance laws. It is wise to
keep up with new developments in all of these areas. Since my first edition in 2007, social media
and new technology have exploded! Even the second edition in 2011 showed old Internet-
related material. It changes so quickly — be sure to stay on top of the trends.Even if you have
been directing events for a long time, this book may teach you a new thing or two. Constant and
continuing education is a common sense necessity in today’s ever-changing landscape. I



continue to learn and update my knowledge on the hospitality industry all the time.For those of
you new to event planning, this book will guide your progress, help organize your time, provide
you with resources and suggestions to keep you focused, and allow you to look as though you
have been an event planner for years. Best of all, it may keep you from making the costly and
time-consuming mistakes thousands of planners have made before you. Just one or two of the
tips suggested in this book can save you a great deal of money on one event alone and possibly
save your job as well! Just read, follow, listen, learn and be flexible. One of the most important
characteristics of an event planner is flexibility.The Scope of This BookThe information in this
guide is applicable to all events, whether it is the Academy Awards, Uncle Steve’s 60th birthday
party, the San Francisco Bay to Breakers run, the Sierra Club’s annual conference for 2,000, or
Googles’ annual sales meeting. Each event has distinct characteristics, but they all have
common threads weaving in and out of the planning process. These universal threads are only
one aspect of what this guide presents. We will introduce and lead you through step-by-step
details essential to designing and producing successful, memorable and extraordinary events.
We will help you make smart decisions during the entire process so that you do not have to
reinvent the wheel.We cannot cover everything you need to know about event planning or
prepare you for all the surprises, but we do offer the groundwork and a solid base of helpful
information. It is your job to build on this foundation. Basic materials, tools and the draft
schematics are provided; you bring in the subcontractors, work with the players, create the
timelines, create and maintain the budget, and execute the details.How and When to Use This
GuideThere are several ways to get the most out of this guide. Read it from cover to cover, or go
directly to a section relevant to your current circumstance. Wherever you are in the process, from
the creation stage to deep into the details, you can find help in this book. Use it wisely and often.
Keep it handy for reference, ideas and suggestions.Although the sections are in sequence, they
may not necessarily follow the flow or pertain to the decisions and strategies for your specific
event. Event planning is not a linear process. One action does not necessarily or logically come
after another. Some decisions are made simultaneously, while some must be subsequent to
others. The process is different with each individual event. As you go through this guide and
begin coordinating your event, you will understand. For instance, you cannot create the
marketing material and begin your promotional efforts before you know where the event will be
held. You need to know the dates and times before you select a site. You cannot invite the
keynote speaker or book the entertainment until the goals, objectives and purpose for the event
have been established. Even though events may not follow a defined sequence, the planning
process can be simplified and organized if the guidelines and suggestions in this book are
followed and close attention is paid to each step along the way.There is some repetition of the
content in the sections and chapters that is unavoidable. Planning involves activities that are
interrelated. Consequently, each chapter, while integral to the whole, is also an independent
component.Benefits to the ReaderSave time and moneyDevelop your organizational
skillsEliminate the guessworkEnhance your wealth of knowledgeAnswer common questions



with tried-and-true solutionsOffer ideas and suggestionsHelp you work within the constraints of
time, materials and moneyProvide dozens of resourcesDefine roles and responsibilitiesPresent
options to accomplish many tasksHelp you make intelligent decisionsTeach you money-saving
techniquesMake you efficient and competentProvide skillful negotiating techniquesShow you
how to wear many hats and juggle simultaneous tasksMake your efforts timely and
systematicRelieve frustrationPrepare you for the unexpectedIntended AudienceAnyone who is
planning an event will benefit from this guide! It is chock full of solutions and experience,
whether you are an administrative assistant, CEO, executive secretary, professional business
person, manager, business owner, travel coordinator, an independent meeting planner, or just
starting out in the meeting planning industry.Whatever you do, wherever you work, reading this
book will be worth your time. You have the valuable experience, great skills and natural talent
required to become a great planner! We intend to enhance what you know and channel those
talents into creating gratifying and rewarding events.Too often the task of coordinating an event
is given to the inexperienced, over-worked employee. Maybe you have been assigned, hired,
asked to coordinate, or have made the choice to put on an event. The event may be job-related
or a volunteer commitment with an association, an organization, a church, or social event. It
might be your daughter’s wedding or your partner’s surprise 50th birthday party. It could be a
four-day conference for 2,500 or an afternoon workshop for 20. It does not matter why you are
doing it, what you are doing, or for whom you are doing it, you will soon become the definitive
multi-tasking planner.Using Checklists and TimelinesSample checklists and timelines located in
the Appendix and on the companion CD-ROM serve as important planning tools in nearly every
step in the process. They are extremely helpful in keeping you focused and on track. They are
samples only, and you are encouraged to edit them to your specific needs since not all tasks will
be appropriate for your specific event.Checklists guarantee that significant and essential tasks
and details are dealt with in a timely manner. Think of the checklist as an opportunity to double
check everything, leaving all questions answered and tasks completed. When the tasks and
details on the sample checklists are not appropriate to your event, tailor them to fit your own
needs and goals.Timelines will become your best friend if you use them. They are reminders for
what needs to be done and when to do it. The complexity or simplicity of your timeline will be
determined by the size and length of your event and, of course, your personality type.Use these
for yourself, with your staff, committees, vendors and suppliers, and anyone else involved in the
process. They are useful in your meetings for delegating responsibilities, working with vendors,
and designing and publishing marketing material. They are also useful when writing the
summary report at the end of the event. Good lists with notations and dates are very useful in
summing up the event when it is over.What Should We Call It?Since the word “event” is a
general term used for hundreds of types of gatherings, it is difficult to focus on one or two
specific types. So, in this book we speak about all events because they have a common
element: a gathering of people for a specific purpose at a particular location.The following
chapter will help put into perspective the differences between business meetings/educational



events and social/special events.The job titles — coordinator, planner, producer, manager,
director — are all used interchangeably. They all mean the person in charge of the day-to-day,
hands-on business of planning the event — the one who makes it happen! The same goes for
actions such as coordinating, planning and producing: They mean the act of doing your job. For
the people participating in your event, we use a variety of words, such as guest, participant,
attendee, member, ticket holder, employee, or audience.Stories and Personal ExperiencesMany
of the stories come from my own and my colleagues’ experiences. They show how a quick
response can save an event. Often when something unplanned arises and the planner
scrambles for the “fix,” participants are unaware of any near-disaster. That is the sign of a great
planner. These stories are true. Some of the names have been omitted to protect the innocent
and the embarrassed (especially me). You can learn from our mishaps and on-the-run solutions
and perhaps get a chuckle or two.Money Saving TipsWhere appropriate, chapters will include
money saving tips. They are only suggestions, but know that they have worked. Do not be afraid
to ask for discounts, freebies, or extras. All experienced planners do. You will be amazed at what
you can get with a smile and a courteous request.Book DisclaimerEvent planning encompasses
an enormous amount of information, and every event will have its own unique set of
circumstances. We offer you the fundamentals in this book and suggest that you continue to
learn by checking the resources listed in the back of this book and participating in continuing
education.My wish for you is that your events are successful, your goals and objectives are met,
and you achieve a win-win situation for all concerned. Remember, enjoy yourself, keep smiling,
and have fun!Chapter 3The Anatomy of an EventComing together for a common purpose
changes how we feel. It creates an environment that envelops the participants and influences
them consciously and subconsciously. Even with today’s sophisticated technology, there is no a
substitute for the magic that occurs when people get together in one space for a common
purpose. Being together in one space allows for teamwork, sharing, learning, fun, and
networking that cannot be duplicated any other way. Magic truly does happen when we gather
together with common goals.The word event denotes an occasion, a gathering of people at a
certain place at a certain time for a specific reason. Each occasion will have a unique name and
purpose, but we will use the word event regularly and other synonyms as appropriate throughout
this book. The names may be different, but the planning process remains the same.The
differences between each individual event might be:The reason your participants come
togetherWho your attendees areThe type of event organizedThe locationYour planned goals
and objectivesWe gather people for a common purpose that is planned, organized, detailed and
specific. You can successfully use the techniques in this book regardless of what you call it,
where you hold it, or how many participants you have, etc. The importance lies in the similarities
of events and using your skills, talents and experience to produce and manage them
successfully.Events often combine social, business and educational aspects, but most fall into
one of these two groups.Special and Social EventsSpecial events are the largest and broadest
category of events. They can be open to the public at large with no admission requirements or



specify a target audience with a registration fee. The size, shape and purpose of a special or
social event are as assorted as the venues they are held in. They can include the Presidential
Inauguration in the nation’s capital, or a clambake at the local yacht club; the LPGA Tournament,
a high school fundraiser for new band uniforms; a Farm Aid concert, or Billy and Sierra’s science
fair. The examples that follow are a partial list of special and social events:AnniversariesArt
exhibitsAuctionsAward banquetsBook signingsCeremoniesCocktail receptionsCommunity
programsConcertsExpositionsFairsFashion showsFestivalsFundraisersHistoric
reenactmentsGalasGolf tournamentsParadesPolitical ralliesReunionsRoad showsSchool
functionsShowersSporting eventsTrade showsTributesWeddingsBusiness and Educational
EventsThese events are typically corporate-, industry-, or education-related and are geared
toward like-minded, work-oriented people. Usually they are specifically designed for a type of
industry, certain topics, particular businesses, or training. They are rarely open to the public, but
rather are reserved for peers, clients, students, customers, tradespeople, and associated
industry or businesses and often have an educational element.These types of events are usually
organized within the corporation, association, or organization. Business and educational events
include but are not limited to:Board meetingsClassesClinicsConferencesConventionsForumsInte
nsivesLecturesMeetingsRetreatsSales meetingsSeminarsSessionsShareholder
meetingsSymposiumsTrainingsWorkshopsWhy People MeetThe reasons people gather for
events are as diverse as the people who attend them. You want to inspire, motivate, encourage,
promote and entice people to come and participate. These reasons include one or usually more
of the following:Annual meetingsAppreciation dinnersAttract new sponsorsBoost
moraleCelebrationsCommunicate issuesEducationEntertainment/FunExchange ideasForce of
habitGain knowledgeGet licensedImprove skillsIncrease membershipIncrease salesJob
requirementJust becauseMake decisionsCelebrate milestonesNetworkPersonal
growthPlayPromote a new productPublic relationsRaise moneyRecognitionSolve
problemsSupport a causeTrainingWho Are Your Participants?Whatever type of event you plan, it
is for your participants. Who are they? Identifying and reaching the right people or group is
crucial.When targeting people in a specific profession, age group, or gender, finding your
participants is straightforward. But if they are from a variety of groups or different areas, research
may be necessary to find them.People who attend events are members of associations, people
with shared interests, or share common cause. They are members of professional organizations,
social clubs, fellow sports enthusiasts, members of special interest groups, bridge club, yacht
club, or family members to name a few.If your goal is large attendance, finding your potential
audience will require compiling mailing lists from many different sources and using multiple
media efforts to get them to your event.Doing some extensive research is recommended if you
are questioning who your target market might be. You may want to survey potential attendees for
insight into their needs, wants and requirements. After all, they will know what is current in their
field and what is important to know. If it is an annual event, use past participants to gather the
data. Although most answers come from planning sessions, send out a survey to a portion of



your database. Here are a few possibilities of who they might be:Association membersGeneral
publicLike-minded peopleWomen/Men/BothSpecific age groupCertain income bracketSimilar
ethnic backgroundsReligious or spiritual groupsTechnical or business relatedFamily
membersFellow workersChurch groupSimilar interests and hobbiesGroups with the same
political viewsYour target audience may be your company’s employees. However, there may be
dozens of departments and different levels of management that are part of your target. Even
though you know exactly where they are, you will still need to do some research to reach them.If
you are planning an all-day seminar for meeting planners, where will these participants come
from? You can buy a list, create them from contacts and networking, or advertise for them. Do
your research. Once you know who and where they are, attracting them is the next step.If your
event is a brand new art and music festival, will the town members be enough to make your
event successful, or will you have to go to the surrounding towns and market there? How far will
you have to go to attract like-minded people to your event and get enough people to meet your
financial goal? These are questions that will be answered in your planning sessions.Location,
Location, LocationAs in business and real estate, location is a key factor in the success of an
event. You want to match the location to the style of your event, your audience, your theme and
your purpose. The location should fit the occasion and be accessible for the majority of your
guests. Remember, you are not limited to the standard locations such as hotels, convention
centers, or restaurants.Here is a partial list of meeting places. Do not limit your imagination; be
creative!Airport hotelsAirport hangarsAmusement parksAquariumsArenasArmoriesArt
galleriesAtriumsBackyardsBeachesBoat chartersChurches/Chapels/Synagogues/
TemplesColiseumsColleges/UniversitiesCommunity centersConference centersCruise
shipsDowntown hotelsDowntown streets/squareDude ranchesFairgroundsGardensGolf or
country clubsLibrariesMansionsMountain topsMuseumsParks/CampgroundsParking lotsRace
tracksResortsRestaurantsRetreat centersSkating rinksSki resortsSports facilitiesTennis
courtsArt theatersTown hallsWarehousesWineriesYachts or yacht clubZoosWhat All Events
Have in CommonThese are the five areas of event planning that are found in every event,
regardless of the size, place, date, reason, etc. Each of these areas will be addressed in the
upcoming sections.Goals and objectivesEvery event will have goals and objectives, whether
they are set, discussed and confirmed upfront or not. What is your purpose for having the event?
Date, time and site selectionWhen and where combined with location equals the foundation of
an event! Every event needs a site! It might be your backyard, PacBell Park, Grace Cathedral or
downtown San Francisco and Golden Gate Park. It could be your local town hall, social club
building, or a mansion on Nob Hill. But it will be somewhere!Promotion and marketingYou must
get the message out. The message could be as simple as the date, time, location and reason via
the telephone for a surprise birthday party. It could be as complicated as material for a week-
long convention with numerous workshops, special events, outside excursions, banquets and
required registration information. Delivering this amount of information can take a multi-page
brochure. It may require a quarter-page ad in your local newspaper or a full-page ad in The New



York Times. The larger the event, the more likely you will need to make a website and engage in
social media and social networking.Participants/attendeesWithout people, you would not have
an event. Everyone needs participants to have an event. Whether they are invited guests, paying
participants, or required attendees, people will be coming to your event.AgendaThis is what is
happening from before the participants arrive to the follow-up when the event is complete. This is
a detailed outline of the activities of the event. The agenda tells people where to go, what to do
when they get there, etc. The agenda can one of be two types. One type is for the participants.
They receive it and follow the scheduled events. The other type of agenda is for the people
working the event to follow. Some events will have both types of agendas.Job of an Event
PlannerEvent planning is a process that starts by delineating the beginning and the end of the
event. At that point, it becomes a project, and you are the project manager! It is not like your
typical job where you go in and do the same thing every day. Your tasks and responsibilities
change each day during the process and will be different with each event.The job of the planner
varies according to the size, scope and complexity of the event. You may be asked to do any
number of different tasks, including but not limited to client consultation, setting budgets,
choosing dates, selecting and inspecting a location, negotiating with and choosing suppliers,
arranging transportation, booking blocks of hotel rooms, arranging catering, booking
entertainment or speakers, writing copy for publicity, gathering leads for potential participants,
choosing printers, creating agendas, hiring security, writing an environmental checklist, signing
contracts, dealing with lawyers, compiling participants’ packets, gathering and directing
volunteers, sticking on labels, or shipping boxes. And that is all before the event even
begins.Each event is complex and diverse with unique characteristics. There can be thousands
of details associated with one event. You will wear many hats, juggle a number of tasks
simultaneously and use many skills. One day you may be talking with a hotel and negotiating
room rates, the next you are working on the budget, and later that afternoon you are writing copy
for your website. You may be entering names into a database one day and stuffing envelopes or
flying off to do a site inspection the next. You will be interacting with chief executive officers,
talent agents, general managers, waiters, house cleaners, and everyone in-between. You will
meet and talk to different people every day.SECTION TWOThe Big PictureChapter 4Defining
Your PurposeBeing focused from the beginning is essential. This is the time to define what your
purpose is, what you want to achieve and to commit those intentions to paper. Do this by
defining your goals and objectives, setting your financial goals, identifying your participants, and
creating environmental standards and corporate social responsibilities. Begin to envision how
the event will look and feel. These decisions and positions form the framework of the event and
will be fleshed out right to the end.Your defined purpose outlines everything that you do from this
point forward. All the marketing material, each agenda, your choice of speakers or
entertainment, the location and much more will be based on and related to this purpose. In this
section, we begin the developing stages and help you clearly define your purpose and weave it
into the final product.The most efficient and effective way to create your purpose is to hold a



planning session with your staff or client and begin generating attainable goals and measurable
objectives. After the purpose is determined, you can create committees and assign roles,
responsibilities, and tasks. At this point, you can establish whether you need to hire outside
consultants, vendors, and suppliers during these sessions. Outsourcing some responsibilities
and tasks may be necessary to save you time and money.During this meeting or at subsequent
meetings, develop financial goals. Is the event for-profit, and if so, how much will we need to
charge? If it is not-for-profit, how will we measure our return on investment? You need to know
what your break-even point is and how to go about attaining it. If it is not-for-profit, pinpoint the
source of the money. These questions and more will be determined in your planning sessions.
See more about financial goals in Chapter 6.We recommend that you create timelines and
checklists and amend them during and after planning sessions. The Appendix and the
companion CD-ROM have samples of these forms for most areas of the planning process. Use
these important tools to help remember the smallest details. Sometimes the smallest details can
make or break an event.Time spent in planning, writing and designing your event in the early
stages will result in increased attendance, repeat business, more publicity and more money (or
all the above, or whatever your goals and objectives are).No event is too small for an official
planning session. Even if there are only two people attending the meeting, you still need to cover
all of the basics: who, what, when, where, and why. No event is planned without answering those
questions.Goals and ObjectivesEach event should have a goal and an objective that form the
purpose of your event. Without them, you have no defined purpose and no direction. We define
goals and objectives as follows:Goal — The general purpose of the event that provides a road
map for the planning process.Objective — A measurable, attainable target that contributes to
the accomplishment of the goal.An event can have one or many goals and typically multiple
objectives supporting the goals. Call them what you like, but setting goals and objectives is
necessary for a successful event.Companies, organizations, promoters, associations, charities
and people in general produce events for many reasons. There should be more than one
purpose for your event. For example, you may want education to be the defined purpose, but you
would also like to raise money, gain publicity and have fun as well.The partial list below shows
examples of potential goals and objectives. Your participants often want or require one or more
reasons to come to your event.Possible goals and objectivesAccreditation /CertificationAttract
membersCelebrateCharityCome to a decisionCommunity relationsConduct
businessDevelopDisplayEducateGain knowledgeEntertainExploreGain publicityHave
funImprove skillsIncentive enhancingInformInspireIntroduce likeminded peopleIntroduce new
officers or board membersIntroduce new product or policyImprovementLearn something
newMake a profitMotivateNetworkProfessional advancementRecreationRewardSave the
environmentShare and exchange informationSolve problemsSupportTrainFinancial
GoalsFinancial goals reflect your defined purpose and the decisions you make regarding the
return on your investment. Establish your financial goals before creating your budget. It is similar
to defining your goals and objectives before defining the type of event to produce.Financial goals



should fit into your overall goals and objectives. Your goal may be goodwill, promotion of a
product or something that will not have a monetary bottom line. However, a great number of
events are produced for the sole purpose of making money. It is recommended that you set your
financial goals early in the planning stages if profit is your purpose. With financial goals set, you
can create your budget, price the registration/ticket fee, choose the location and make important
decisions on the costly aspects.Return on investment (ROI)There are many ways to evaluate
and measure the return on investment (ROI). It is not just about money. Your objective may be
profit, goodwill or a testament of gratitude! It might have to do with the future of your business by
training your sales team on new techniques or increasing productivity by introducing new
technology, creating spiritual seminars, going on tour to sell more music CDs and merchandise,
raising money for a good cause or giving motivational incentives. Whatever the financial goals or
objectives are, they must have significance and be part of your defined purpose. If it is profit that
you are after, your ROI is calculated by simply dividing your net profit by your total costs, and the
result is the percentage of financial gain. Each and every event will have its unique return on
investment.When it is profit you want, establish a solid budget, and implement a measuring tool
that will meet your objectives. If a sales increase is your goal, your annual sales report would be
your measuring tool. If new members are your goal, then your membership records would be
your tool.Internal ROIIf it is goodwill you seek or the demonstration of thanks, you have to use
other measures of success. They may be seeing the large smile of the corporate executive as
you present him or her a fabulous parting gift, witnessing the excitement of new members as
they join the organization, earning recognition for a job well done, honoring the top sales force
with incentive travel packages, getting publicity in the local newspaper, engaging a town with a
local festival or simply honoring a long-time employee.External ROIThe ROI can be aimed at
your participants, guests and attendees. When that is the case, measuring success is difficult.
You can collect information through evaluation forms, receipt of thank you notes an increase in
enrollment, higher donations, more volunteers or the bottom line.Regardless of what your ROI is
all about, it must be important to you and your organization, your clients and sales force, your
family or peers, your city or town, or whoever is the beneficiary of the event.Chapter 5The
Planning SessionsWe cannot emphasize enough the importance of the planning sessions.
These sessions furnish insight in making all of your future decisions with purpose and intention.
You will set goals and objectives, begin designing your event, establish roles and
responsibilities, identify and understand your target audience, as well as set dates, times,
locations and themes. This process might be frustrating at times, but if you get it right from the
start, you will benefit by enjoying a smooth, well-run event with great results.The decisions made
in this meeting will be created, refined, confirmed and even transformed with time. These
sessions will set the stage and create the foundation of the event. Use this time to establish the
key decision makers, core planners and internal resources as well as to decide whether outside
help is necessary.Planning sessions should include all the significant players — those people
who will be involved in the entire process: your staff, hired consultants, vendors, accounting



department, etc. Working together, all interested parties can arrive at a better understanding of
how the event fits into the goals and objectives of the organization planning the event. If they
cannot attend the planning session, make sure they get the notes and summary report. If there is
more than one meeting, continue to pass on the notes and reports.These pre-event meetings
are critical for the success of your event and will help to alleviate misunderstandings, create a
cooperative atmosphere and proceed with focus and clarity.When each meeting concludes,
write a summary of the decisions and distribute it to the appropriate people for those who did not
attend. This allows them to pick up the file and carry on the process if for some reason, you —
the planner — have to drop out.If this is a repeat event, go over the final report from past events
including the participants’ evaluation summaries and the event planners’ notes with
improvement strategies. These historical notes are golden and will save you time, frustration and
money. Do not try to reinvent the wheel, but be sure to improve upon and even make some
drastic changes if necessary, especially if the old ways are obsolete. For some events with a
long history, it will be a challenge to blend tradition and innovation. It will be your job to keep the
tradition of the event while also being relevant and contemporary.A full day of initial planning is
suggested for larger events, preferably two days if time allows, or they can be broken into
smaller meetings over many days. Have these meetings periodically to report status and
changes. It might be a good idea to have a “management retreat” at the same time as an
intensive decision-making meeting. This is a critical time for discovering what you have to offer
and deciding what outside help is needed to put on an extraordinary show!Designing the
Planning SessionDecide the framework for generating your first planning session(s). Answer
these questions and add to the specifications as needed.Who should attend?Who will run the
meeting?How many meetings are needed?How long for each meeting?Who will create the
agenda?What goals and objectives will be discussed and determined?Who, what, when, where
and why — logistics?Who gets the summary, reports and notes?Where will the meeting be
held? What do you do first?TipsEveryone involved in the event must communicate regularly:
That means having meetings. Nine or 10 months out, a monthly meeting is fine, but as the big
date approaches, go to bi-weekly or weekly meetings to make sure no one drops the ball and
everyone has up-to-date information. It is vital that good notes be taken at these meetings.
People may forget what they volunteered for, dates might be confused, and the minutes may end
up being a real lifesaver. If these records or minutes are lengthy, do not waste time reading them
at each meeting. Get them copied and emailed out in advance of the meeting, and ask for any
corrections before meeting time excluding typos and spelling errors.Think big picture. What
goals do you want to achieve? They should be strategic in nature, setting the stage for creating
objectives to support them. If the question is, why have the event in the first place, the answer is
in your goals. Bring the following questions to the meeting to get your creative juices flowing for
consideration on your goals and objectives.High level — goal questionsWhat is your event’s
primary emphasis, the overall purpose? Is it educational, fun, a product release, fundraising, an
anniversary celebration or to make money?Will this event be for the audience or for the



organization? Who is the beneficiary?How important is financial success? Is our main focus
profit, benevolence or public relations?What information will you be sharing? Will it introduce
something new: a sales strategy, product line, CD or fundraising strategy?What location is best?
Where are most of your participants located? Will they travel, do we need a popular destination,
and is money an issue for those coming?What is the target date? Is it determined by the month,
season, year or day of week?Who is your target audience? Are they our employees, family, club
members, sales team, like-minded people, industry groups or students?Why do they want to
attend? Is it education, fun, entertainment, interest or a job requirement?Is the event required
attendance, or will they be paying?Can they afford to attend? Who will pay for their registration,
travel, lodging and other expenses?What is your budget? Is this a rate-conscious group? Are we
making a profit?What kind of space is required? Is it luxury, business, economy, fun or
adventure?Will we need sponsors? Do we need to find additional funding?Is this a repeat
event? If so, what were the results of the last event? Is there past data? What do we need to do
differently?Are your participants repeats? Did they attend your past events? What evaluations
were received?Is networking an important component?Are exhibits a component, either as a
source of revenue or information?Will there be off-site events?How does environmental planning
contribute to all of our decisions?What corporate social responsibilities (CSRs) will we establish?
Do we have environmental standards, or do we need to establish some?Below are a few
samples of measurable objectives. Often more than one objective will be appropriate for each
event.Increase sales by 20 percent.Teach participants about a new product.Provide training to
sales staff.Define roles and responsibilities for the new planning committee.Roll out a new
marketing program.Bring the family together for a celebration.Recruit 50 new members.Network
with five new companies in similar business.Introduce 50,000 people to new software.Sell 500
“how-to” tapes, and teach 1,000 people how to buy real estate.Earn a profit of $75,000.Sell
20,000 CDs and other merchandise.Introduce new board of directors.Raise money for political
candidate.Announce new product to public.Celebrate partner Sande’s birthday.TipsHave a good
established agenda for planning session. Do not waste people’s valuable time.Have available
past documentation that will be used and discussed.Have a complete agenda prepared.Use
local hotel space for your meeting if off-site is necessary.Timing is EverythingGive yourself
plenty of time for planning every aspect of the event. You will be surprised how much time certain
tasks require be it designing, writing, and editing marketing material, creating lists, mailing,
finding the right caterer or choosing a menu. For instance, venues typically need to be booked
years ahead of time and really popular or well-known speakers and entertainers fill their
calendars months or years in advance.Sometimes you can pull off a large event in a short time,
but there is usually a price to pay—and not just money. You may not get the venue you want, the
participants you need or the right speaker or entertainer. You may have to take second-best. It is
best to give yourself plenty of buffer time. It is far easier to be early in planning than too late. One
of the biggest reasons for a failed event is misjudging the timing.Assigning Roles and
ResponsibilitiesAssign roles and responsibilities early in the process. There are many areas to



cover, details to attend to, decisions to be made, and someone needs to be in charge. Who?You
may be a one-person show with all the decision-making power, if you are putting on a one-day
workshop for yourself. You are it! Or you could work for a large corporation like Costco where you
are one of many planners and decision makers. You may be the event planner for a resort, in
which case the boss is the final decision maker, but you are also a decision maker in some
areas. The scenarios are endless. This will also allow you to recognize when outsourcing (using
outside vendors) is necessary.You may be the coordinator, but if you are part of a larger
corporation or association or one of several people working together, breaking up the duties can
be extremely helpful. If the event is large, you might want to break down the roles and
responsibilities in the following manner. This breakdown can be useful also when the event is
smaller to keep your staff from getting in each other’s way. Make descriptions of each position
and the responsibilities that can be used year after year. Key areas/teams at a very high level:
Remember, you may be a one-person team.Operational – This team has the overall
responsibility of operations of the event, including management of all team members.Financial –
This team determines sources of revenue, creates budgets and financial timelines, and designs
the accounting systems.Marketing – This team knows the audience, promotional techniques,
how to reach participants, how to design and implement the process, and understands the latest
technology strategies.Legal – This team is clear on contracts, insurance, taxes and is skilled at
negotiations.Program – This team designs what happens from the moment the event begins to
the moment it ends and they will choose entertainment, speakers, session subjects, etc. You
may want to break up into smaller committees such as activities, vendors, auction, etc.Roles
and responsibilities will vary depending on the variables of your event. There are thousands of
little jobs. Who is going to do them? Some tasks can be assigned right away and others can be
assigned as coordination moves forward. You may be responsible for logistics while others are
responsible for writing and designing marketing materials and someone else is responsible for
creating the agenda and obtaining permits. Someone different may handle financial tasks. Be
clear about who is doing what. Most importantly, know who can make financial decisions and
who has the last say.Here are some questions, suggestions and issues to be discussed:Who is
the head coordinator?Determine decision-making chain of command.How many committees are
needed?Who is in charge of each committee?How often should the committees meet?Divide
areas of responsibility: program committee, operations, logistics, budgeting and
promotions.Create checklists with appropriate details.Create schedules with achievable
dates.After a committee’s job is complete, place the members on another committee.Assign
specific tasks to those responsible. When setting up committees, try to match skills and talents
with responsibilities.Tips on Maintaining SuccessShould your event be so successful that it
becomes an annual thing, congratulations! Now you have another potential problem: burnout! If
the same person is in charge of the same portion of the event for three years in a row, I suggest
that an assistant be assigned so that she or he can take over the job the following year. This is
important because 1) it will take some of the load off the veteran and 2) it is a perfect training



opportunity for the future planner to get him or her up to speed before taking over.Some people
are too proud to accept help, thinking that it makes them look incompetent. This way they will get
assistance automatically, without feeling inadequate. If your event is really successful, they will
need all the help they can get anyway.Creating Timelines and ChecklistsDo not underestimate
the value of timelines and checklists. Just like every component in the process, timelines and
checklists will vary depending on your unique circumstances. These tools keep everyone
involved on track and help you meet your deadlines! If you want to meet your deadlines, refine
your timelines and checklists, and use them often! See the sample checklists and timelines in
the Appendix Section. Amend these samples to reflect your specific event.TimelinesTimelines
are used to meet critical dates. You can create your timelines with key dates or milestones only,
or you can be incredibly detailed with each task and deadline listed. It is your choice. Use the
timeline that works best according to your event. We suggest creating several timelines for
different areas of responsibility.A detailed timeline will ensure that no task or detail goes undone.
Take these questions into consideration when creating your timeline:Who is it for? The planner,
the staff, the committees or all of these.Who should create them?How many are needed?Who is
the keeper?How often will they be revised? Daily, weekly, monthly.Should you use software
application to help manage?When to begin creating the timeline?Are the dates attainable and
reasonable?The best time to create a timeline is either during or after the planning session, after
the dates are confirmed, after your site has been confirmed or whenever you see appropriate.
Remember the purpose of the timeline is to keep you on track. Therefore, start early, and keep it
amended! One way to create a timeline is to start from the day of the event and work backward.
It may seem strange at first, but it works! Remember, revise your timeline as often as needed.
The point is to get everything down and give you enough time to complete each
task.ChecklistsSimilar to the timeline, checklists will vary depending on circumstances. They will
keep you and everyone else moving steadily without omitting any details. The smallest missed
task can ruin your day and throw off your schedule. If a task is written down, the chances of
doing that task increases dramatically. Get it down on paper.When is the best time to create
checklists? Create checklists during or after the planning session, after dates are confirmed,
when roles and responsibilities have been defined or whenever it is appropriate for you. The
purpose of the checklist is to organize all the details. Be smart, and start early!As you develop
your checklist, include as much detail as possible for each task. For example, for the “day of the
event” checklist, assign these types of tasks:Set up briefing with volunteers and staffArrange for
airport pickup for VIPs, speakers and entertainmentAssign supervisor for A-V equipmentFind
greeterFind Help Desk personnelAssign supervisor for breaksAssign supervisor for meeting
room set-upHang signsMeet with facility personnelMake sure to have cash on handHave
revised participants listRefer to and use the sample timelines and checklists in the
Appendix.Edit them to fit your particular circumstances. We expect that you will build upon them
since they are samples only and will not cover all the details for your
event.OutsourcingOutsourcing is hiring professionals outside your company who are experts in



a particular field to do a specific job or task. These professionals can be from a variety of
businesses, including a temp service to staff your registration table, a florist to decorate your
space, a security or audiovisual specialist, vendors and suppliers of all kinds, marketers,
designers, tradespeople and consultants. In the planning sessions, decide whether you need
outside help and can afford it. Seasoned planners know when to use outside professional
services for a variety of jobs.
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